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Here you can find the menu of Kitsch Coffee Wine in Stroud. At the moment, there are 6 meals and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What niclh likes about Kitsch Coffee Wine:

Lovely atmosphere, friendly, helpful staff in a great position near the canal. It has a small menu but certainly
enough choice and the food was plentiful and very tasty.No children's menu but happy to adapt a toasty for

grandson, Mum had the special Highland vegetable soup which she really enjoyed and me the nachos-perfect. I
will definitely return when next up. read more. The restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and

thus usable with a wheelchair or physical limitations, and there is no-charge WLAN. If the weather conditions are
right, you can also eat outside. What User doesn't like about Kitsch Coffee Wine:

I keep trying to give this cafe a second chance but every visit is marred by the awful music, loud and trashy
which is totally intrusive. To make matters worse, I found out yesterday that the staff claim to have no say either
in the volume or the playlist (both of which are set) that in itself strikes me as Orwellian. So never again! read

more. For the small hunger in between, Kitsch Coffee Wine from Stroud offers tasty sandwiches, healthy salads,
and other small menus, as well as cold and hot beverages, You can also unwind at the bar with a cool beer or

other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Not to be overlooked is also the comprehensive selection of coffee and
tea specialties in this restaurant, Lovers of the English cuisine are impressed by the comprehensive selection of

traditional menus and enjoy the taste of England.
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Soup�
VEGETABLE SOUP

Mai� course�
NACHOS

Burger�
B.L.T.

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
BLT

Sandwiche�
B.L.T

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

VEGETABLE

BACON

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SALAD

TOSTADAS

PANINI

SOUP

BREAD
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